Identity Crisis
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
2018 Building Bridges Graduate Conference
Morris Library 752 & 754, October 26th-27th

Friday, October 26th

2:00-3:15 p.m.
An Ethnographic Approach
Tao Zhang, Living a Death of my Own
Kyle Miller, Finding Belonging as a Gay Substance Abuser

3:30-4:45 p.m.
Living the In-Between
Thomas Hansberger, Between the Cracks of Race: A "White Hispanic" in the United States
Sarah Kizuk, Settler Shame: A Critique of the Role of Shame in Settler Identity in Canada

5:00-6:30 p.m.
Keynote Address
Dr. Lewis Gordon, Bad Faith, Crisis, and Invisibility in Euromodernity

Saturday, October 27th

12:00-1:15 p.m.
Transcendence in Identity
David Higgs, Rethinking Identity: Towards a Relational Understanding of Identity
Elena Cruz, Transcendence Through Distortion: An Examination of Francis Bacon's August 1972 Triptych

1:30-2:45 p.m.
Becoming Whole Through Crisis
Kevin Cales, Plato's Symposium: Erotic Philosophy, Kairos, and the Crisis of the Soul
Will Fitzsimmons, Creating a Whole When In Between Two Half's

3:00-4:30 p.m
Special Session
Amy Stewart, Unsettled Embodiment: Kristeva and the Crises of Word and Flesh